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a b s t r a c t
This paper seeks to advance the theory and practice of the dynamics of complex networks
in relation to direct and indirect citations. It applies social network analysis (SNA) and the
ordered weighted averaging operator (OWA) to study a patent citations network. So far the
SNA studies investigating long chains of patents citations have rarely been undertaken and
the importance of a node in a network has been associated mostly with its number of direct
ties. In this research OWA is used to analyse complex networks, assess the role of indirect
ties, and provide guidance to reduce complexity for decision makers and analysts. An
empirical example of a set of European patents published in 2000 in the renewable energy
industry is provided to show the usefulness of the proposed approach for the preference
ranking of patent citations.
Crown Copyright Ó 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Work on citation networks has been increasing [58,6,48,62], and the growing interest in different network measures is
based on their impact on our understanding of the knowledge diffusion process in disciplines (in the case of academic citation networks) and technological innovation (in the case of patent citation networks). Citation networks have several important features, including showing the relation between number of citations and time. For example, the number of citations
received by a node (paper or patent) decreases with age, and the number of citations to a given node is considered a good
estimate of its relevance and prestige within the network. Citation networks are directed and essentially acyclical.
We know that knowledge ﬂows from one node to another; thus, the inﬂuence of previous nodes on a citation path can be
considered important for understanding the importance of citation network nodes. Studies employing social network
analysis (SNA) to analyse citation networks usually measure network centrality by considering direct ties [72,18,52].
Network centrality measures the number of each node’s connections, and the number of ties is an indication of the
importance of the network node [11]. Some studies employ speciﬁc algorithms to map citation networks and understand
the ﬂows of knowledge across them. However, very few studies investigate more than three generations of citations
[74,70]; examining patent citations over several generations could enrich our understanding of citation network dynamics.
This paper contributes by ranking patent citations using ordered weighted averaging (OWA) [25], with the aim of obtaining a score that explains the longevity of patents over time. This approach provides a better explanation of patent success
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than SNA alone. The basic idea is that the diffusion process in directed networks is explained better by considering the indirect citations received over time than by relying on purely local measures such as citation counts. Analysis of indirect ties
sheds light on otherwise underestimated aspects of citation networks. We show how information and knowledge ﬂow
between a network’s nodes.
The proposed OWA operator weights proposed by Emrouznejad and Amin [25], can be used for preference ranking aggregation. In the present study we employ their formulation, assuming a number of patents and the corresponding number of
direct and indirect citations, to estimate a score for each patent. These scores should reﬂect the impact of direct and indirect
citations on patent life.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the literature on patent citations data. Section 3
focuses on one SNA algorithm, the Hub and Authorities, used for citation network analysis. Section 4 discusses the OWA
method and Section 5 describes the data. Section 6 presents the results of application of these SNA algorithms to patent data.
Section 7 discusses the results and offers some conclusions. There is also a supplement document that shows details of the
results on each node, this document is available on request.

2. Patent citation networks: Structural characteristics
2.1. Patent citations
The increase in international patenting activity has resulted in increased use of patent data in research on technological
change and innovation, to capture aspects of successful product innovation in ﬁrms, and the spread of technologies over
time. Patent data are popular because of (a) their availability and (b) their utility as technology indicators [45,18]. The combination of patent citations and SNA has been employed in several studies to assess the importance, radicalness and novelty
of patents and inventions. Patent citations are treated as the links between patents and allow an understanding of knowledge
ﬂows across countries and technological ﬁelds. The network of patent citations shows the direction of the innovation process
and, thus, provides a good representation of the way that incremental and radical innovation occur over time. An increasing
stream of research is exploiting patent citations and SNA techniques to analyse and investigate citation networks in order to
make inferences about the value of patents [69,4,24,7,16].
Mina et al. [57] apply these tools to develop a longitudinal analysis of a large citation network related to a bibliographic
database of 11,240 papers and 5136 US patents in the medical sector, to show the mechanisms through which medical
knowledge emerges, grows and is transformed. Whitley and Galliers [72] adopt a network-based approach to studying
the citation networks of papers published in the ﬁeld of information systems, to identify core themes. Fontana et al. [30]
use patent citation networks to study the evolution of data communications technology. Barberá-Tomás et al. [5] apply
SNA algorithms to the patent citation network of a single product, the artiﬁcial intervertebral disc, to show its scientiﬁc
development in the US. Choi et al. [19] analyse keyword networks in management information system research to understand the evolution of knowledge in the ﬁeld. However, although several studies use patent citation counts to assess the
importance of inventions, few focus on the longevity and survival of these innovations over time on the basis of indirect
links/citations. For example, approaches that emphasize the spread of technology tends to underestimate these aspects.
A patent is a detailed document that includes a set of exclusionary rights granted by a state to an inventor or assignee. The
information in a patent document includes, amongst other things, references to previous patents and the scientiﬁc literature.
Patent references fulﬁl a speciﬁc legal function and follow different rules to journal article references. Journal article citations
are introduced only by the article’s author(s); patent citations are added by both patent applicant (inventor) and the patent
examiner.
All patents contain references to prior patents, but citation practices differ across patent ofﬁces. Patent applications to the
United States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce (USPTO) must include citations to previous patents related to the new invention,
but this is not compulsory for European Patent Ofﬁce (EPO) patent applications. Nevertheless, inventors applying to the EPO
will generally include all relevant details in the search report in order to avoid future claims and objections.
Most studies examine the relationship between patents and their importance, making two main assumptions. The ﬁrst is
that citations received by a patent (forward citations) are a good measure of the cited patent’s importance: the more important, the more often it will be cited. In other words, forward citations are an indicator of the diffusion of a technology and its
application and value over time, and also are a good measure of the importance of the focal patent for the future development of the technological domain, and the patent’s potential economic value [38,37]. It is generally accepted that more
important patents will tend to be cited more than less important ones. Thus, the second assumption is that the citations
included in a patent (backward citations) are a measure of the novelty of the innovation and knowledge domain on which
it relies. Citations to previous patents are an indication that the citing patent, to some extent, relies on those previous
innovations, and that they have been useful for developing the new knowledge [45]. Backward citations can refer to other
patents or to non-patent literature, such as scientiﬁc papers, and generally are considered to be positively related to the
value of the focal patent [38] and its novelty or radicalness [17,2,65,22].
In both cases, the researcher focuses on direct citations between patents, which under-estimates the role of the indirect
ties between them. Both forward and backward citations can be used to construct the citation network for a sample of
patents, using SNA.
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2.2. Citation network
A patent citation network refers to a directed graph N = (V, L) where V is a set of vertices and L is a set of arcs. The following condition describes a citation network: the arc (v, u) goes from vertex v 2 V to vertex u 2 V if the patent (v) cites
the patent (u). The arrow in Fig. 1 represents the ﬂow of knowledge from a node or patent (A) to another node or patent
(B). The citation made by B to A is a backward citation. From the receiver’s (B) point of view, it is a forward citation.
Citation networks have four main properties:
–
–
–
–

acyclicity which refers to the time dimension – the patent can cite only previous patents;
directionality which refers to the direction of ties – arcs indicate the direction of knowledge ﬂows;
irreﬂexivity which means no patent can cite itself;
direct and indirect links.

These properties are displayed in Fig. 2, which shows the forward citations received by A. Let A be a patent published in
2000 and B, D and F be patents published around 2006, and citing A. The links between A and B, A and D, and A and F are
direct citations. If C cites B without citing A this is an indirect citation. C also cites D, indicated by the grey line, which means
that although it might appear to be another indirect citation it is not considered as such because of the previous direct relation between D and A. In other words, as there are two or more indirect citations, but all refer to the same original node, we
count them only once. While it is straightforward to identify direct citations, indirect citations require that each node in the
network is counted only once and, more speciﬁcally, on its ﬁrst appearance. Studies on citation networks consider indirect
citations in terms of co-citation and bibliographic coupling [33,67,49]. Co-citation is deﬁned as the edge between two nodes
cited by the same node(s). In Fig. 2, nodes B and D are cited by C. As Boyack and Klavans [12] noted, co-citation analysis is
used in mapping science to identify the research front within a discipline. Bibliographic coupling is deﬁned as the edge
between two nodes citing the same node(s). In Fig. 2, there is bibliographic coupling between F and G, as they both cite
D. Recent studies have validated the performance of these methods to detect emerging research front [66,12] and investigated citation networks with combinational types of citations, such as including direct citations and co-citations to exploit
new possibilities of detecting research fronts [32]. The concept of indirect citations proposed in this paper differs from these
studies, as described in our example referring to Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3, the same concept is re-drawn to show better that the nodes along the diagram that appear more than once are
counted only at their ﬁrst appearance in time; subsequent appearances of the same node are coloured grey to indicate that
they have not been counted. 1st place refers to direct citations, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. refer to indirect citations. Thus if the same
node appears in both ﬁrst and second place, (e.g. node D) only the ﬁrst is considered. If the same node appears twice within
the same place (node I) it is considered only once.
From a network perspective, citation count refers to a count of the direct ties; this is a major drawback of patent citation
analysis. In the present study and in line with other work [44,1,24,59,21,18], patent citations are considered a proxy for
knowledge ﬂows. Patents are considered an (imperfect) measure of (but a good proxy for) technological innovation [46],
and an incomplete measure of (but a good proxy for) knowledge ﬂows [21]. In fact, they capture only those ﬂows that result

Fig. 1. Example of a patent and citation.

Fig. 2. Example of a citation network with direct and indirect citation.
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Fig. 3. Logical structure of indirect citations.

in novel and patentable technology. Acs et al. [1] endorse the appropriateness of both patent and innovation counts as reliable measures of knowledge production.
2.3. Citation distribution
In trying to understand the importance of network citations, it is important to consider their distribution. Some studies
highlight some of the structural features of citation networks focusing on the probability distribution function of citations,
in

in

that is the probability Pðk Þ that a publication has been cited k
in

times. Price de Solla [60] proposes a power law scaling

in c

Pðk Þ  ðk Þ with a decaying exponent c ’ 3 and [61] theorizes the so-called cumulative advantage mechanism, which
refers to the situation in which success breeds success. Redner [63] conﬁrms power law scaling using a much larger dataset.
Others have produced different ﬁndings. For instance, Laherrère and Sornette [51] employ a dataset of the top 1120 most
cited physicists between 1981 and 1997 and ﬁnd that the whole distribution of citations is stretched exponential
in

in b

Pðk Þ  exp½ðk Þ , with b ’ 0:3. Subsequently, Redner [64] analysed all papers published in the 110-year history of the
Physical Review and found that the distribution of citations is best ﬁtted by a log-normal distribution.
The lack of consensus on this issue seems to be due to different potential biases, for example, that no account is taken of
possible discipline or age-dependence statistics [62].
3. SNA algorithms: background
A popular approach in SNA is citation network analysis to ‘weight’ the importance of individual patents (or journal articles) by counting the number of citations received [41]. Patent citations are used to proxy for knowledge ﬂows across a
technological ﬁeld, and for their signiﬁcance. Patent citation network analysis has been used to trace the development of
technological domains and to assess the importance of a patent in a discipline [7,30,8,27].
In the case of patent data, patent citation analysis is used to trace ‘technological trajectory’, a concept proposed by Dosi
[23] deﬁned as: ‘A pattern of ‘‘normal’’ problem solving activities on the ground of a technological paradigm’ ([23, p. 152]). So
far, use of patent citation network analysis to trace the technological trajectory of a ﬁeld, has been based on the structure of
connectivity of the patent citations, using network-based methods and algorithms [41,6,7,30,8,54]. Use of these methods to
trace the technological trajectory of a ﬁeld highlights certain aspects that provide valuable insights into the development and
dissemination of the technological innovations characterizing the ﬁeld. It allows identiﬁcation of:
– the map of knowledge ﬂows in a sector;
– the milestones related to that ﬁeld;
– the technological trajectory of a discipline.
The purpose of the present analysis is to trace, visualize and make inferences about the process of technological change in
a growing and very interesting industry sector. In the succeeding sections we provide an illustrative example for the proposed algorithm, using the citation network depicted in Fig. 2 which includes 10 nodes, Node A, . . ., Node J.
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4. SNA measure and algorithms for citation networks
4.1. Centrality measures
Two SNA measures are widely used in analysing citation networks, in-degree and out-degree centrality. The former indicates the number of incoming ties, that is the number of direct citations received by a node in a citations network. The latter
refers to the number of outgoing ties and indicates how easily a node can reach other nodes. For example in the citations
network depicted in Fig. 2. the degree centrality of Node A is 3.00, and the out-degree is 0.
A third measure, closeness centrality, indicates how easily a node can reach other nodes. A node is considered important if
it is relatively close to the all others. Closeness centrality is less intuitive than degree centrality as can be deﬁned as the
P
inverse of the average distance between i and any other node: ðn  1Þ= j ði; jÞ, where l(i, j) is the number of links in the short 9
.
est path between i and j. For example the closeness centrality of Node A in Fig. 2 is 0:52 ¼ 17
4.2. Hubs and authorities
In the hubs and authority algorithm [50,13] the authority is the core invention and the hubs are their best development.
Hubs and authorities focus on the structure of the citation network and determine its prominent vertices. Hubs and authorities are formal notions of the structural prominence of vertices, identiﬁed according to their positions on a graph. This algorithm is developed in the context of journal citations, and the focus on both number of citations and journal prestige
represents a step forward.
Hubs and authorities rely on the assumption that, in directed networks, it is possible to identify these two important
types of vertices: ‘A vertex is a good authority, if it is pointed to by many good hubs, and it is a good hub, if it points to many
good authorities’ ([50, p. 8]).
According to [13, p. 3] ‘hubs and authorities are eigenvector centralities in the weighted undirected graphs constructed
from a direct graph by means of bibliographic coupling and co-citation’. This algorithm was developed in the context of the
world wide web; for example, a web page can be considered a citations network. Thus, the two vertices (hubs and authorities) of a page p can be deﬁned as: x(p) which is an authority weight and yðPÞ its hub weight. The authority weight of page p
is the sum of all hub weights of page q, for all q pointing to p. Then:

xðPÞ ¼

X

yðqÞ

q:ðq;PÞ

The hub weight of page p is the sum of all authority weights of q for al q pointed to by p. Then,

yðPÞ ¼

X

xðqÞ

q:ðP;qÞ

Hubs and authorities focus on the structure of the network and highlight prominent vertices, and seem appropriate for the
present research. The knowledge identiﬁed shows high levels of basicness, that is, authorities represent core inventions in
the network, and hubs their best development.
4.3. An illustrative example
Consider the network in Fig. 2, the most authoritative node is node D with a value equal to 0.90. The highest hub weight is
node G with a value equal to 0.57.
4.4. Search path count
SPC is used to identify important small sub-networks on the basis of arc weights. SPC reduces the complexity of a large
citations network by pinpointing only the ‘main ﬂows of knowledge’ in which the ‘source’ is the starting point, that is, a vertex that is cited but cites no other nodes, and the ‘sink’ is a node that cites other nodes but is not cited. The importance of
each citation can be measured by counting the number of times a citation link has been traversed in the path from a set of
starting nodes to a set of ending nodes. The main path identiﬁed by SPC can be considered as the most frequent path used to
‘walk’ from the present to the past in a ‘ﬁeld’ [14].
4.5. An illustrative example
This algorithm focuses on the connectivity structure more than on nodes, thus we will provide the value of an arc.
Consider the arc the arc GD obtains a SPC value of 1, since N  ðGÞ ¼ 1 (paths I ? G); and N þ ðDÞ ¼ 1 (path D ? A).
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5. Ordered weighted average operator (OWA)
The family of OWA operators proposed by Yager [75] includes cumulative operators for membership aggregation.
Following this conceptualization, the OWA weighting vector was proposed to introduce the decision maker’s attitude
[76], and the OWA operator has been applied in various disciplinary contexts such as decision making under uncertainty
[78], fuzzy information retrieval system [47,39], e-commerce performance evaluation [40] and data mining [68].
Emrouznejad and Marra [26] provided a comprehensive survey and historical development of OWA.
Several approaches have been proposed to obtain associated weights. Filev and Yager [29] discuss a family of OWA operators which they call exponential OWA operators, and generate weights based on a required degree of ‘orness’. ‘Orness’ refers
to the ‘andlike’ or ‘orlike’ aggregation result of an OWA operator [75]. This concept has been developed further [53,15,28,77].
Along these lines, Wang and Parkan [71] proposed the minimax disparity method to identify the OWA operator weights
using LP under a give n level of ‘orness’. In this approach, OWA operator weights are determined by minimizing the maximum difference between two adjacent weights, under a given level of ‘orness’. Wang and Parkan’s model is deﬁned as
follows:
Model 1. OWA measure – Wang and Parkan [71]
min d
Pn
1
s:t: n1
i¼1 ðn  iÞwi ¼ a
d 6 wi  wiþ1 6 d; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1;
Pn
wi P 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n:
i¼1 wi ¼ 1;

Amin and Emrouznejad [3] extended the previous disparity model and proposed the following LP model:
Model 2. OWA measure – Amin and Emrouznejad [3]
min d
Pn
1
s:t: n1
i¼1 ðn  iÞwi ¼ a ¼ OrnessðwÞ; 0 6 a 6 1;
d 6 wi  wj 6 d; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1; j ¼ i þ 1; . . . ; n;
Pn
i¼1 wi ¼ 1; wi P 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n:

This model considers the maximum deviation between any adjacent pairs of weights obtained by minimizing the maximum difference between two adjacent weights under a given level of ‘orness’.
A new disparity model that imposes less restriction on the disparity between wj and wi, was proposed by Emrouznejad
and Amin [25]. This model, which can be used to aggregate the preference ranking system, is applied in the present paper
and deﬁned as follows:
Model 3. An OWA measure for preference ranking
min

Pn1 Pn

i¼1
j¼iþ1 dij
Pn
1
s:t: n1
i¼1 ðn  iÞwi ¼ a ¼ OrnessðwÞ; 0 6 a 6 1
dij 6 wi  wj 6 dij ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1; j ¼ i þ 1 . . . ; n;
Pn
i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; dij P 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1;
i¼1 wi ¼ 1; wi P 0;

j ¼ i þ 1; . . . ; n:

We use the above model to determine the OWA weight of the patent citation networks studied in this paper. So far, the
OWA operator has been applied in business decision making problems, such as the selection of investments [55] and human
resource management [56]. Citations network is a new domain for the proposed OWA. Here, direct and indirect patent citations are seen as information to aggregate in order to compare networks’ nodes.
We used Model 3 to determine the OWA weights associated with direct and indirect citations. As it is shown in [25] this
model is more appropriate than the standard disparity OWA weights determination model and generates valid weights that
accounts for differences amongst places in a better way than Model 2 [3]. Model (3) complements disparity models, such as
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Table 1
Number of patent citations related to selected 8 patents.
Patents

1st place

2nd place

3rd place

4th place

5th place

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

4
10
9
8
2
9
3
4

0
62
6
27
6
24
6
3

0
21
1
38
1
35
14
0

0
4
1
30
0
20
56
0

0
1
0
13
0
19
45
0

Table 2
Renewable energy patents published in the EU, US and Japan in 2000.
Patent ofﬁce

Number of patents published

EU
US
Japan

53
73
437

Model 1 developed by Wang and Parkan [71] and Model 2 by Amin and Emrouznejad [3], rather than superseding them, and
speciﬁcally it is used for a preference ranking aggregation.
A further justiﬁcation for using the OWA to rank patent citations is that the decision maker, which in the analysis of
patent citation networks might be policy makers or network analysts, wants his or her decision to take account of the role
of time as well as indirect citations.
Few existing studies analyse more than three generations of patent citations [74,70]. In the present study we collect nine
generations of patent citations that lead to more complex networks than those studied so far. We refer to these generations
as different ‘places’ (as shown in Fig. 3). As this complexity increases it becomes necessary to aggregate these places using a
method that is able to rank them.
As shown above, one of the challenges issue in studying citation networks is their citation distribution. The proposed
OWA allows patents to be ranked according to their indirect citations and considers several places of patents which indicate
the evolution of knowledge over time. In this study we used OWA but a more general aggregation function such as Choquet
integral-based can also be used, as shown in Fodor et al. [31] any OWA aggregator can be expressed in an equivalent way as a
Choquet integral-based (see also [9,20,35].
5.1. An illustrative example
Assume there are 8 patents, i = 1,. . .,8. Let us use j (j = 1,. . .,5) represents the order of citations, i.e. j = 1 means number of
direct citations, j = 2, means number of indirect citations in the second place, and so on. The numbers of direct and indirect
citations for the selected 8 patents are listed in Table 1.
As seen in this table, there are ﬁve different places; hence, we determine an OWA vector of ﬁve elements, i.e. n ¼ 5, using
the formulation proposed by Emrouznejad and Amin [25].
6. European Patent Ofﬁce (EPO): Data source
Our data source is the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT), which includes patents from 81 national
and international patent ofﬁces, detailed information on patents published in the EU, and citations from EPO to non-EPO
patents, that is, backward and forward citations to other world patents. We identify our patents based on the six categories
in the International Patent Classiﬁcation (IPC) related to the renewable energy sector (wind, solar, geothermal, ocean, biomass, waste), following Johnstone et al. [46]. These categories account for the three generations of technologies that can
be distinguished within that sector [43,46]. The ﬁrst eight patents analysed in this study deal mainly with inventions related
to solar, the most mature of three technologies.
We chose the renewable energy industry because it is a young sector, characterized by a growing patenting activity over
the last decade. It is attracting interests from governments since it is seen as playing an important role in national economies
[10]. Investments in the renewable energy industry are growing at a fast pace, addressing environmental concerns in developed countries and presenting both challenges and opportunities for emerging countries. They are also having an impact on
policy design [73,42]. For these reasons we believe that understanding the knowledge dynamics in the renewable industry is
very important.
The IPC is a hierarchical classiﬁcation system applied to published patent documents. We obtained all the patents published in 2000 in the EU, the US and Japan, related to the renewable energy industry (see Table 2). The patenting rate in
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renewable energy technologies surged in the 2000s [34]. Through an iterative process, we identiﬁed forward citations
received by these patents from other patents published between 2000 and 2013, collecting a total number of 18,135 patents.
For the purpose of this study, we present the results for the ﬁrst eight European patents.
Data to analyse a citation network has to be relational, that is having ‘Citing’ and ‘Cited’ documents. The originality of the
data used in this study consists in having retrieved, through an iterative process, all the citations received (forward citations)
by all the patents appearing in each place, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, from the original patents published in 2000 in the renewable energy industry we got their forward citations and then the forward citations of the new cohort and so on until 2013. It
is worth noting that the number of forward citations follows a scale-free distribution, that is a few patents have most of the
links and encounter several places of indirect citations, while the majority of patents have just a few. In doing this, we
obtained several indirect citations for each patent.
Identifying the citations received by each patent in our original sample of patents published in 2000 within the speciﬁc
industry selected, introduces the so called inversion problem. In order to identify all the citations received by a single patent
published in 2000, we need to search all the patents granted after 2000, by all patent ofﬁces, and in all sectors. Since the EPO
database was developed mainly to enable search for backward citations, we have to ‘invert’ the search process. This issue has
been discussed by others (see [36].
7. Results and discussions
We ran the analysis for each patent. Hubs and authorities weights and detailed results for all eight patents are available
on request but to avoid repetition in this section let us focus on Patent 2 (P2) and its network (hereafter NP2) only. Results of
the OWA scores are described in the last section.
7.1. Network and connectivity analysis of network built on P2 (NP2)
P2 has the label 20001220-00495792. The ﬁrst part corresponds to date, the second to a publication number. The characteristics of NP2 are given in Table 3 and a summary of hubs and authorities weights for NP2 is ﬁgured in Tables 6 and 7.
Given the presence of 1 loop we remove it before calculating the network measures.
7.1.1. In-degree and out-degree centrality (Figs. 4 and 5, Table 4)
Fig. 4 depicts NP2 according to the in-degree centrality measure and the corresponding values are displayed in Table 4.
According to the in-degree centrality the ﬁrst patent, the most cited, of NP2 is patent labelled 20070821-62398637, while P2

Table 3
NP2 characteristics.
Number of vertices (n)

99

Number of loops
Number of multiple lines
Density [loops allowed]
Average degree

Arcs
1
0
0.01
2.3

Fig. 4. In-degree centrality of NP2.
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Table 4
Top 10 in-degree and out-degree centrality values of NP2.
Rank

In-degree centrality

Out-degree centrality

Vertex

Value

Id (Label)

Title

Vertex

Value

Id (Label)

Title

1

3

27

2007082162398637

76

5

2012030675837741

Methods and related systems for thin ﬁlm laser
scribing devices

2

6

17

2008051529436452

41

4

2010121675416781

Methods and systems for laser-scribed line
alignment

3

4

12

95

3

4

1 (P2)

10

2007122100078925
2000122000495792

Method of
manufacturing thin ﬁlm
photovoltaic modules
Method and apparatus
for laser beam alignment
for solar panel scribing
Process for laser scribing

60

2

Process to remove metal contamination on a glass
of substrate
Process and laser scribing

5

2

7

2005121507096762

6

2

2008051529436452

Method and apparatus for laser beam alignment
for solar panel scribing

6

60

5

2011062171003687

Method of fabricating
thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic
module
Laser structuring for
manufacture of thin ﬁlm
silicon solar cells
Process for laser scribing

2012121874910580
2011062171003687

27

2

2010060273385677

7

13

4

2

18

4

90

2

2010031172844604
2012090472749014

9

8

4

2009012969275079

Partially transparent
solar panel
Dynamic scribe
alignment for laser
scribing, welding or any
patterning system
Verfahren und
Vorrichtung zur
Laserstrukturierung von
Solarzellen

24

8

2009081370444497
2009123172194927

Laser processing a substrate by a laser processing
head along a ﬁrst processing path, comprises
deﬂecting laser beams on the substrate at a focal
point, and determining position of the respective
focal points for further processing paths
Heating element, and heatable pane comprising a
heating element
Laser material removal methods and apparatus

44

2

2010123075279517

10

7

3

2008061119246728

Electrode conﬁguration
for a photovoltaic
module with series
connected cells

42

2

2010121675427617

Device to structure thin-ﬁlm solar cell module,
where structural lines are introduced in module
parallel to its transverse edges in rectangular
form by laser, includes loading- and unloading
station, processing station, and optical device
Methods and systems for laser-scribed line
alignment

Fig. 5. Out-degree centrality values of NP2.

occupies the 4th position. P2 was published in Europe in 2000 by a Japanese applicant Kanepa Corporation with the
title ‘‘Method of fabricating thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic module’’. The most cited patent has been published in 2007 in the
US with the title ‘‘Method of manufacturing thin ﬁlm photovoltaic modules’’, the applicant is the BP Corporation
North America Inc.
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Fig. 6. Closeness centrality of NP2.

7.1.2. Closeness centrality (Fig. 6; Table 5)
P2 is the ﬁrst amongst the top 10 patents according to the closeness centrality measure. It means that it is near to the
centre of local clusters and is relatively close to all the others. The closeness centrality is calculated considering the numbers
of links between each node and all the others in the shortest path. This means that P2 is more close to all the others, so it is
easier for it to reach the other nodes than for any others in NP2. The concept is more intuitively explained by Fig. 6, which
shows P2 (vertex 1) lying at the centre of the surrounding clusters.
7.1.3. Authority weights (Fig. 7, Table 6)
Here, the results of the hubs and authorities algorithm are presented. They identify the ﬁrst ten most authoritative
patents and their best development.
P2 occupies the ﬁfth place in the ranking:
1. The most authoritative patent (20070821-62398637) is the most cited according to the in-degree centrality;
2. The second most authoritative patent (20080515-29436452) was published in 2008, the applicant is a UK company
Exitech Ltd, a manufacturer of high-power pulsed laser-based systems for industrial material processing applications.
The title of the patent is ‘‘Method and apparatus for laser beam alignment for solar panel scribing’’;
3. The third one (20071221-00078925) belongs to the same owner as the previous patent, it was published in 2007 and
deals with a similar technology. The title is ‘‘Process for laser scribing’’.
4. The fourth most authoritative patent (20091231-72194927) was published in 2009 in US, the owner is the company
Applied Material Inc. It deals with technology similar to the previous patents, the title is ‘‘Dynamic scribing alignment
for laser scribing, welding or any patterning system’’.
5. The ﬁfth one is P2.
7.1.4. Hub weights (Fig. 8; Table 7)
In Table 7 we highlight the 10 best developments of the most authoritative patents. Obviously here we will ﬁnd most
recent patents, in fact they have been published mostly in 2011 and 2012. Focusing on the ﬁrst ﬁve hubs, we will ﬁnd:
1. The ﬁrst best development (20120306-75837741) is the US patent published as US8129658 (B2) in 2012, owned by
Applied Materials Inc with the title ‘‘Method and related systems for thin ﬁlm laser scribing devices’’.
2. The second hub (20121218-74910580) has been published in 2012 as US8333843 (B2), owned by the US company
Applied Materials Inc, with the title ‘‘Process to remove metal contamination on a glass substrate’’.
3. The third hub (20110920-71380191) is with the title ‘‘Method and apparatus for forming the separating lines of a photovoltaic module with series-connected cells’’, published in 2009, owned by German inventor Walter Psyk;
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Table 5
Top 10 closeness centrality measures of NP2.
Rank

Vertex

Value

Id (label)

Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 (P2)
3
76
6
60
95
4
67

0.44
0.42
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.36
0.36
0.34

20001220-00495792
20070821-62398637
20120306-75837741
20080515-29436452
20110621-71003687
20121218-74910580
20071221-00078925
20110920-71380191

9
10

2
7

0.33
0.31

20051215-07096762
20080611-19246728

Method of fabricating thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic module
Method of manufacturing thin ﬁlm photovoltaic modules
Method and related systems for thin ﬁlm laser scribing devices
Method and apparatus for laser beam alignment for solar panel scribing
Process for laser scribing
Process to remove metal contamination on a glass substrate
Process for laser scribing
Method and apparatus for forming separating lines of a photovoltaic module with seriesconnected cells
Laser structuring and manufacture of a thin ﬁlm silicon solar cells
Electrode conﬁguration for a photovoltaic module with series connected cells

Table 6
The Authoritative patents.
Rank

Vertex

Value

Id (label)

Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3
6
4
18
1 (P2)
41
47
2

0.93
0.24
0.22
0.09
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.01

20070821-62398637
20080515-29436452
20071221-00078925
20091231-72194927
20001220-00495792
20101216-75416781
20110208-71008390
20051215-07096762

Method of manufacturing thin ﬁlm photovoltaic modules
Method and apparatus for laser beam alignment for solar panel scribing
Process for laser scribing
Dynamic scribing alignment for laser scribing, welding or any patterning system
Method of fabricating thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic module
Methods and systems for laser-scribed line alignment
Method for producing a photovoltaic module
Laser structuring

Table 7
Top 10 Hub patents of NP2.
Rank

Vertex

Value

Id (label)

Title

1
2
3

76
95
67

0.29
0.26
0.21

20120306-75837741
20121218-74910580
20110920-71380191

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

90
60
66
29
59
58
12

0.19
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17

20120904-72749014
20110621-71003687
20110920-70963786
20100608-67399182
20110621-58817246
20110607-72844891
20090610-70400694

Method and related systems for thin ﬁlm laser scribing devices
Process to remove metal contamination on a glass substrate
Method and apparatus for forming the separating lines of a photovoltaic module with seriesconnected cells
Laser material removal methods and apparatus
Process for laser scribing
Method for producing a photovoltaic module
Method and system for laser processing targets of different types on a work piece
Method and apparatus for laser scribing of ultra lightweight semiconductor devices
Scribe process monitoring methodology
Contacts and module switching from thin layer solar cells to polymer carriers

4. The fourth patent (20120904-72749014) is ‘‘Laser material removal methods and apparatus’’, owned by the company
Applied Materials Inc;
5. The ﬁfth hub (20110621-71003687) is US7964820 a patent registered in US by a UK company, the Exitech Ltd, the title is
‘‘Process for laser scribing’’.
7.1.5. SPC (Fig. 9; Table 8)
This section presents the results of the SPC method. It is calculated for paths going from startpoints to endpoints. Fig. 9
depicts the ‘main path’ emerging in NP2, it identiﬁes 7 patents. According to the SPC results the technological trajectory goes
from P2 to the patent labelled ‘‘20120306-75837741’’ (US8129658 B2), which has been identiﬁed previously as the ﬁrst best
hub of the network. The IPC code of this patent suggests that it also belongs to the renewable energy sector (Y02E10/50).
Along the trajectory there are ﬁve patents already described amongst the top authoritative patents or in their best development (20070821-62398637, 20110621-71003687, 20101216-75416781, 20091231-72194927, 20120306-75837741).
8. An application of the proposed OWA weights in preference ranking
Consider the following example to illustrate the weights generated by the OWA operator. There are eight patents,
i = 1,. . .,8 and j = 1,. . .,9, the numbers of direct and indirect citations are listed in Table 9.
Assume a ¼ 0:70 and let’s use OWA measure presented in Model 3, hence we have:
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Fig. 7. Authority weights of NP2.

Fig. 8. Hub weights of NP2.

Fig. 9. Main path [SPC] of NP2.
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Table 8
Vertices on main path SPC [ﬂow] of NP2.
Rank

Vertex

Cluster

Id (label)

Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 (P2)
3
18
34
41
60
76

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

20001220-00495792
20070821-62398637
20091231-72194927
20101028-74934241
20101216-75416781
20110621-71003687
20120306-75837741

Method of fabricating thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic module
Method of manufacturing thin ﬁlm photovoltaic modules
Dynamic scribe alignment for laser scribing, welding or any patterning system
Staggered laser-etch line graphic system, method and articles of manufacture
Method and systems for laser-scribed alignment
Process for laser scribing
Method and related systems for thin ﬁlm laser scribing devices

Table 9
Number of citations received by each patent.
Patents

1st place

2nd place

3rd place

4th place

5th place

6th place

7th place

8th place

9th place

Total

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

4
10
9
8
2
9
3
4

0
62
6
27
6
24
6
3

0
21
1
38
1
35
14
0

0
4
1
30
0
20
56
0

0
1
0
13
0
19
45
0

0
0
0
5
0
15
19
0

0
0
0
1
0
6
10
0

0
0
0
0
0
2
5
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0

4
98
17
122
9
131
161
7

Table 10
OWA score for each patents.
Patents

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

OWA score

1.12

22.7

3.74

22.04

2.14

21.4

29.18

1.6

This means that: P7 > P2 > P4 > P6 > P3 > P5 > P1 > P8 .

a ¼ 0:70

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

w7

w8

w9

0.28

0.16

0.14

0.12

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

And the results ranking the eight patents are given in Table 10.
The decision to set a ¼ 0:70 is to attribute more importance to citations received in a period close to the publication of the
patent, P1. . .P8. This is consistent with the widely recognised idea that citations distribution follows a power law. In contrast
to other works, we consider also the role of the second order of citations received by our original patents. It could be argued
that indirect citations that are very far from the ﬁrst direct citations, no longer reﬂect the inﬂuence of the original patent.
Table 11 summarizes the results for each patent. We only have values for authority weights since our patents P1. . .P8 are
the origins in the network and so cannot be hubs. We also show the closeness centrality values for each patent. The Wilcoxon
test results (Tables 12 and 13) conﬁrms the ranking obtain by SNA and OWA are different, as expected.
The technological trajectory of each network is characterized by technology and knowledge coherence since new patents
over time develop more complex technologies, that affect industry sectors or lead to new sectors, but are always within the
renewable energy industry as demonstrated by the IPC of authority and hub patents.
– NP1 is a small network of recent patents citing P1, published between 2011 and 2012. The original patent received only 4
direct citations 10 years after its publication. According to the OWA method, it does not receive a signiﬁcant score, in fact
it represent an invention so far not widely exploited with respect to the others. If only its network were analysed, it would
represent an authority, but we can see that, compared with the other patents, it does not attract huge attention;
– NP2 is a bigger network of 99 patents. Its development is characterized by European, US and Japanese company patent
ownership. P2, our original patent, is neither the most cited neither nor the best authority in its network. If we were relying only on authority weights, we would focus on the patent published in 2007 (20070821-62398637). We enrich our
understanding of NP2 from the information provided by the OWA scores which provide information on a previous invention. Analysing the technical information provided in each patent we can see that both P2 (20001220-00495792) and the
other patent (20070821-62398637) deal with thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic module;
– NP3 starts with a EU patent owned by the Japanese Canon KK, whose development includes US and Japanese companies
such as the Japanese Sanyo and American Solar Technologies;
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Table 11
Measures summary.
Patents

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

OWA
Authority weight
Hub weight
Closeness centrality

1.12
1.000
0
1

22.7
0.0627
0
0.4495

3.74
1.000
0
1

22.04
1.000
0
0.3065

2.14
0.0184
0
0.5294

21.4
0.0032
0
0.2729

29.18
0.000
0
0

1.6
0.9997
0
0.7

Table 12
Wilcoxon signed rank test OWA-authority weights.
Test statistics

SNA-OWA

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) a. Based on positive ranks

.012

Table 13
Wilcoxon signed rank test OWA-closeness centrality.
Test statistics

SNA-OWA

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) a. Based on positive ranks

.012

– NP4 is comprised of 123 patents focused mainly on improvements to diode technologies in solar cells. Its development its
characterized by domination of US patents and companies – and especially the Emcore Corporation;
– NP5 is a small network of 10 patents, mainly European, related to with photovoltaics manufacturers;
– NP6 comprises 132 patents related to solar technologies. One company stands out: the US Vermont Slate & Copper
Services;
– NP7 comprises 163 patents, starting from the one owned by Canon KK, related to solar technologies;
– NP8 comprises 7 patents published in the US and EU. Development has been inﬂuenced mainly by patents belonging to
the Japanese company NPC Inc;
P7 does not appear to be an authority patent in the network, nor a very supported one, it is ranked 12th (in-degree = 3.0)
according to the in-degree centrality of NP7, where the most cited patent achieves a value equal to 48.0, but is a very good
vertex along the technological trajectory of its network according to the SPC result. It is the starting point of the main path
developed along its network. NP7 is dominated by one company, the US National Semiconductor Corporation which accounts
for three out of 5 hubs. While the hub and authority weights do not attribute a value to P7, it is considered the most important in the OWA ranking. This might be due to the fact that the distribution of citations along the P7 path is different from
that of other patents. P7 citations appear mainly after the 3rd place. Its distribution shows that it took longer for its value to
be recognised compared to other patents. In line with this argument we can highlight the usefulness of setting orness in the
OWA. For example for patents similar to P7, one can suggest an orness level that attribute more importance to citations getting late in time, for example a ¼ 0:90.
For similar reasons P4 has a higher OWA than P6, despite their receiving a similar number of total citations (direct and
indirect). In particular, P6 has a higher number of total citations than P4, but their distribution is different. The indirect citations to P6 came later than those to P4. We chose an ‘orness’ level that corresponds to attributing more importance to citations received earlier, thus the OWA score for P4 is higher than that for P6.
To summarize, we have shown that the OWA scores enrich our understanding of knowledge evolution within citation
networks. The two methods presented, SNA and OWA, may be applied in conjunction to better exploit network dynamics.
The main advantage of the OWA operator is that it allows assessment of the role of indirect citations by considering the citations distribution throughout the network and aggregating several generations of patent citations, not so far studied.
9. Conclusions
This study analysed patent citations networks in the speciﬁc ﬁeld of renewable energy, based on patents retrieved from
the EPO database and published between 2000 and 2013. We applied Hubs and Authorities algorithm to identify the most
important contributions.
We have argued that the evolution of knowledge within a citations network should consider both direct and indirect citations. SNA underestimates the role of indirect citations and is not able to provide a network measure for them in citation
networks. To address this limitation we integrated this analysis with the application of the OWA weights to show the evolution of some patents over time. Knowledge passes from one node to another within a citations network, so indirect links
account for more complex knowledge ﬂows within the network. We proposed the OWA weights to assess the value of indirect citations over time, and propose that nodes with the highest scores survive for longer than those receiving only a high
number of direct citations. Our ﬁndings reveal that the obtained citation weights differ substantially.
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Our interpretation of the OWA weights is in line also with Yager’s (1988) original description of the OWA operator as differing from the classical weighted average in the coefﬁcients being associated with ordered position rather than a particular
attribute.
Further the proposed model can be applied to measure impact of research using citation analysis. Future work on analysing citations networks using SNA and OWA would contribute to our understanding of the evolution of knowledge, and allow
investigation and comparison of the contribution of papers in paper citations networks.

Appendix A. Extracting data from PATSTAT
The dataset used in this study has typical characteristics due to the way data were retrieved from the original source, the
EPO PATSTAT. It contains raw data organized in a My-SQL database consisting of 20 tables with rich bibliographic data and
citations links amongst 70 million applications, for more than 80 countries. To extract our data, we query 4 tables linked by
the key application identiﬁcation. This is the application number that identiﬁes univocally each patent.
(1) The ﬁrst step consists of retrieving from the database the application id (appln_id) identifying all patents published in
2000 with one of the IPC codes identifying the renewable energy sector (see Table 14). This information is in Table 1
and 9 of the database (tls201_appln; tls209_appln_ipc);
(2) The second step consists of retrieving from Table 11 (tls_211_pat_publn) the patent publication identiﬁcation
corresponding to each application id retrieved in the ﬁrst step;
(3) The third step consists of retrieving from Table 12 (tls12_citation) patents published after 2000 citing patents published in 2000 within the renewable energy industry. This step is replicated iteratively until zero citations are found.
The ﬁnal dataset comprises direct and indirect citations to original patents counted and allocated at the corresponding
place.

Table 14
IPC codes for the renewable energy sector.
Renewable energy technologies

IPC codes – Class

Sub-Class

Wind

F03D
F03D
F03D
F03D
F03D
F03D
B60L
B63H

1/00-06
3/00-06
5/00-06
7/00-06
9/00-02
11/00-04
8/00
13/00

Solar

F03G
F24J
F25B
F26B
H01L
H02N
E04D
B60L

6/00-08
2/00-54
27/00B
3/28
31/042
6/00
13/18
8/00

Geothermal

F24J
F03G
H02N

3/00-08
4/00-06
10/00

Ocean

F03B
F03G
F03G
F03B

13/12-24
7/05
7/04
7/00

Biomass

C10L
F02B
C10L
B01J

5/42-44
43/08
1/14
41/16

Waste

C10L
F25B
F02G
F23G
F012K
C10J
F23G
H01M

5/46-48
27/02
5/00-04
5/46
25/14
3/86
7/10
8/06
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